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HUMAN BEHAVIORAL TRENDS
 » CYBERCRIME JUST GOT EASIER

 » AVOID THE ATTRIBUTION TRAP

 » ELEVATING THE IQ OF IT

 » INSIGHT ON THE INSIDER

TECHNIQUE-BASED TRENDS
 » BUILDING ON A BRITTLE  INFRASTRUCTURE

 » SOMETHING NEW OR DÉJÀ VU?

 » IOT: THE THREAT MULTIPLIER?

 » DIGITAL DARWINISM: 

SURVIVING EVOLVING THREATS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this age of rapidly expanding data and highly-skilled threat actors, 
technological advancement presents the urgent duality of great opportunity and 
great risk. Your data is integral to both and a key asset that differentiates your 
organization. It’s impractical to completely “lock it down” and yet its open use 
can threaten your organization’s very existence. The challenge before security 
leaders is striking that delicate balance between being security aware and 
remaining business driven. 

The human and technical aspects of cyber threats changed dramatically in 
2014. We saw new techniques blended with the old, resulting in highly evasive 
attacks. And while vulnerabilities were found and exploited in old infrastructure 
standards, developments such as the Internet of Things (IoT) have emerged to 
present a completely new set of infrastructure challenges. 

Advice in this report ranges from the tactical to the strategic. We recognize the 
importance of solutions that can provide specific benefits yet work as part of a 
unified security posture. Our security recommendations will provide actionable 
information and guidance, while taking into account the need for organizations 
to grow and innovate at the same time.

For executives, this report will identify key security threat trends. For IT security 
personnel, it will help identify the appropriate adjustments to their processes, 
policies and security tools needed to mitigate the risks that this year’s cyber 
threats pose.

One particular area of risk that is a major threat to organizations of all kinds is 
the rising losses and costs of data theft. We have identified eight specific threat 
trends that pose significant risks for data theft in 2015. These trends are reviewed 
across two categories to examine who is doing what and how they are doing it.
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BEHIND THE REPORT
The ThreatSeeker

®
 Intelligence Cloud was a primary source of data for 

this report, receiving up to 5 billion inputs daily from around the world. 
Expert interpretation was provided by Forcepoint Security Labs™ based 
on interviews and investigations performed by researchers in Europe, 
the Middle East, Asia Pacific and North America. As both researchers 
and engineers, with full Kill Chain analysis expertise, threat information 
was interpreted with respect to the overall context of attack activity and 
the potential impact for any operational systems affected.  

As a result, threat trend information is provided in four areas:

OVERVIEW – What is the observed trend?

EVIDENCE – What data or behavior was seen?

IMPACT – What is the risk if not addressed?

GUIDANCE – Actionable recommendations for consideration.

Forcepoint Security Labs discovers, investigates and reports on advanced Internet threats that 
traditional security research methods miss. http://blogs.forcepoint.com/security-labs
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OVERVIEW
The ranks of cyber threat actors around the globe grew to staggering 
proportions in 2014. In an age of MaaS (Malware-as-a-Service), threat 
actors that in past years would have lacked the skill to succeed now 
have access to the technology and tools produced by various specialized 
threat kit brokers, attack service providers, malicious source code 
samples and other opportunities to buy or subcontract portions of a 
complex and highly evasive multi-stage attack. 

The following developments have also severely lowered the barriers to entry:

 » An efficient marketplace to exchange skills, tools and stolen data

 » Shared experiences of successful social-engineering tactics

 » Capabilities acquired through the adoption of cutting-edge tools 

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
Cybercriminals in 2014 found it relatively inexpensive to ‘outsource’ 
parts of their attack. “The average price for exploit kits is usually 
between $800- $1,500 a month, depending on the features and  
add-ons,” said Carl Leonard, Principal Security Analyst for Forcepoint™.  
The price is likely to remain low due to increased competitio; Forcepoint 
Security Labs is currently tracking three times the number of exploit  
kits seen in 2013.

Another indicator of the use of common tools and infrastructure in 
attacks was made clear while monitoring botnet usage. In 2014,  
our researchers observed that 99.3 percent of malicious files used   
a Command & Control URL that had been previously used by one or  
more other malware samples. 

99.3% OF MALICIOUS FILES REUSE   
KNOWN URLs TO CnC

CYBERCRIME JUST GOT EASIER1.1
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Advanced cyberattack capabilities now being acquired through the adoption  of 
cutting-edge tools instead of personal technical expertise include:

 » Rapid integration of current and former Zero-day payloads into exploit kits 
to increase the likelihood of success.

 » File sandbox evasion and anti-debug tactics such as virtual machine 
identification and execution delay facilities.

 » Ability to introduce multi-layer obfuscation technologies.

 » Communication obfuscation techniques to hide illicit communications in the 
noise of legitimate traffic, thus nullifying traffic analysis tools.

 » Large-scale vulnerability identification tools to seek out vulnerable hosts or 
weaknesses in targeted hosts. 

 » Leaked or stolen code from popular malware tools that can be customized 
to suit. Recent examples include the code of the RIG exploit kit and Tinba 
banking Trojan. Also, let’s not forget the Zeus source code leak in 2011, 
which has led to many derivatives of that particular banking Trojan.

 » Customized encryption routines to hide command and control data 
exchange or data exfiltration.

 » Tools to induce polymorphism into malicious binaries to evade  
signature-based detection technologies.

Attacks that exhibit advanced behavior are becoming commonplace, especially 
in the areas of evasion, to disguise intent or identification. Furthermore, 
toolkits utilized by cybercriminals are in continual development, as we  
observed with the Nuclear and Angler Exploit Kits.

In spite of law enforcement, national Computer Emergency Response Teams 
(CERTs), security vendors and the security community as a whole collecting 
and disseminating Indicators of Compromise (IOC), the weaponization of 
malicious tools continues. We expect the level of sophistication that we 
observe in the threat landscape to continue to rise.

“THE AVERAGE PRICE FOR EXPLOIT KITS IS  

 USUALLY BETWEEN $800-$1,500 A MONTH,  

 DEPENDING ON THE FEATURES AND ADD-ONS.”
- CARL LEONARD, PRINCIPAL SECURITY ANALYST, FORCEPOINT SECURITY LABS
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IMPACT
A successful threat actor need only focus on one or two evasion techniques to produce 
a threat capable of breaching many organizations’ defenses. Relying upon defenses that 
were appropriate for last year’s threat landscape leaves your IT team with a false sense 
of security and your network vulnerable to data theft. 

This threat trend will only continue, creating a rising risk factor for IT security teams.

GUIDANCE
 » You need to constantly enhance your security posture to counter the continuously 

growing and evolving world of threat actors. Advanced is the new baseline.

 » Adopt a security posture that protects your data across the Kill Chain. If not, threat 
evasion tactics at any given stage can result in a successful attack.

 » You need an in-house, sophisticated IT team to achieve the first two guidance points. 
Therefore, invest in security personnel who have high-level skill sets and upskill existing 
employees to counter the threats surfaced in your detection tools.

http://www.forcepoint.com/sevenstages


1.2
AVOIDING THE 
ATTRIBUTION TRAP

NATION-STATE ATTACKS
There is no doubt that nation-state 
attacks are occurring and have been 
for many years. Many nation-states 
have in-house cyberattack capabilities 
and may contract with highly-skilled 
threat actors to help them perform 
strategic, geopolitical cyberattacks with 
untraceable attribution. While attacks 
on CNI (Critical National Infrastructure) 
remain a valid security concern, 2014 
saw a surprising shift to attack activity 
on commercial targets that appear 
to be nation-state related to disrupt 
economies, upset consumer confidence, 
or otherwise drive political agendas. 
Yet doubts arise when highly specific 
attribution is sought due to the options 
for evasion and misdirection available   
in cyberspace.  

OVERVIEW
Assigning attribution to a threat actor 
is time consuming, error prone and 
best left to law enforcement agencies. 
The need to improve defenses to 
address possible future attacks must 
be prioritized appropriately by IT, while 
working with professional investigators 
with the necessary skills and resources 
to correlate information from digital  
and other resources.

Successful attribution is particularly 
difficult because of the ease by  
which hackers can spoof information, 
circumvent logging and tracking 
indicators, or otherwise remain 
anonymous. Often, analysis of the 
same circumstantial evidence can lead 
to widely differing conclusions. As a 
result, truly successful cybercriminal 
identification often requires expertise 
outside of the IT skill set.

“DON’T GET DISTRACTED   
 CHASING ATTRIBUTION BREAD  
 CRUMBS. LIMITED RESOURCES  
 ARE BETTER SPENT ON THREAT  
 PREVENTION & REMEDIATION.”
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IMPACT
Focusing effort on chasing the bread 
crumbs of attribution will waste security 
resources that are better used for 
remediation and defense improvements. 
Your organization remains vulnerable  
until IT can learn and adapt from   
security incidents. 

GUIDANCE
 » Cooperate with law enforcement as 

much as possible, but maintain focus 
on the priorities of constantly adapting 
defenses for the next attack. 

 » Forensic investigation should focus 
on profiling the attacker only to the 
extent necessary to understand their 
intent and techniques. You can then 
adjust defenses and processes to 
maintain an adaptive security posture 
and prepare any necessary statement 
for management, investors and the 
public. The right balance of priorities 
will maximize IT’s contribution to the 
organization during the difficult time  
of an attack.

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
Threat actors have many methods and 
tools to remain anonymous. In 2014, the 
more popular techniques we observed were:

 » Use of TOR (The Onion Router) to 
break the chain of traceability.

 » Use of compromised websites registered 
by an unrelated third-party, thus 
implicating the registrant in the attack.

 » Use of bulletproof hosting providers 
that refuse to cooperate with abuse 
notifications or law enforcement requests.

 » Complex series of redirect chains, 
which are set to function only for   
the target organization, and function 
only once.

 » Code recycling, where the attacker 
using the code is likely not the original 
author of the code.

 » Deliberate insertion of misleading 
strings, website addresses and code 
paths into malicious binary files.

 » The use of dynamic DNS to resolve 
attacker-registered domains to 
frequently changing IP addresses is 
going to give you information which 
obfuscates the real DNS path and, 
therefore, is not actionable.

Documented arrests and convictions 
of threat actors often cite victim 
cooperation as a vital element, but also 
involve informants and undercover work 
for accurate attribution of both criminal 
rings and independent cybercriminals.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulletproof_hosting
http://money.cnn.com/2014/05/19/technology/security/cyber-crime-bust-blackshades/
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1.3

OVERVIEW
An effective security posture requires processes, policies, advanced tools and 
skilled personnel with a deep understanding of advanced multi-stage, multi-
vector threats. Cyberattacks continue to be multivector, evasive, advanced 
and successful. It is therefore inevitable in 2015 that IT teams will be under-
resourced and outmaneuvered by their adversaries, unless they leverage new 
approaches for technology adoption to help optimize their security resources.  

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
While Forcepoint Security Labs saw a 5.1 percent decline in the volume 
of threats in 2015, the level of sophistication, evasiveness and complexity 
increased, as did the rate at which attacks would be modified by the attacker. 
Threats iterated so quickly in 2014 that the Forcepoint security update rate 
increased 11.5 percent to keep up, with an average of 3.2 updates per second.

Yet press reports on high-profile breaches revealed indicators of compromise 
were often present weeks or even months prior to the discovery of a breach.  
One of the major factors that prevented those warning signs from being 
recognized was a lack of skilled security personnel with a holistic perspective.

However, finding skilled security has been a problem for several years that is 
forecast to grow. Burning Glass Technologies reported that cybersecurity job 
postings grew 74 percent from 2007-2013. They noted in one of their latest 
reports that, in the US, employers posted 50,000 jobs requesting CISSP skills, 
recruiting from a pool of only 60,000 CISSP holders.

ELEVATING THE IQ OF IT

SHORTAGE OF 2.2 MILLION 
 SKILLED IT SECURITY PROFESSIONALS BY 2017
          - 2013 (ISC)2 Global Information Security Workforce Study
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http://www.burning-glass.com/media/4187/Burning Glass Report on Cybersecurity Jobs.pdf
https://www.isc2.org/member-counts.aspx


At Forcepoint, we have charted the time required for security  
researchers to reach a full understanding of the entire threat Kill 
Chain. Only with a broad view of attacks and threat vectors is our 
staff able to contextualize and understand any attack in its proper 
holistic perspective. A competent security professional with sufficient 
skills to operate in this manner will require approximately 11 years of 
experience to defend against modern-day attacks. 

IMPACT
This shortage of skills and experience continues to be a primary factor 
leading to organizations falling victim to data theft. This is a particularly 
high-risk factor in light of the rising numbers of threat actors, more 
sophisticated attack techniques, the Internet of Things and other 
challenges documented in this report.

Simply “hiring” to fill the gap will prove financially difficult as 
organizations compete for a limited pool of talent. Sensitivity to 
potentially illegal recruitment and hiring practices will be just one  
of the many challenges in acquiring suitably qualified staff,  
even at C-level positions.

IT TAKES  11  YEARS OF SECURITY RESEARCH 

EXPERIENCE TO ACQUIRE THE SKILLS NEEDED 

TO DEFEND AGAINST MODERN DAY ATTACKS. 

Today, the demand for security expertise is also growing faster 
than other areas. The US Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor 
Statistics states that, “Employment of information security analysts is 
projected to grow 37 percent from 2012 to 2022, much faster than 
the average for all occupations.” This growing security skills deficit is 
further supported by the 2013 (ISC)2 Global Information Security 
Workforce Study, which warns of a global shortfall of two million 
skilled security practitioners by 2017. 
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http://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2015/01/12/mastercard-sues-nike-and-its-former-ciso-over-poaching/
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GUIDANCE
 » IT management should work with Human Resources departments to proactively 

address how they can attract and retain talent. 

 » Investing in contextually aware tools will prioritize alerts and surface actionable 
information to guide less-skilled personnel to deal with the bulk of incidents.  
This will let your highly-skilled personnel focus on activities that truly require 
their experience, talents and expertise.

 » Build talent internally with coordinated programs of talent management,   
training and supportive technology.

 » Consider tools for educating users. The current generation of users are   
more tech savvy and can grasp the concepts and develop the habits  
necessary to modify dangerous behaviors.

“HOW DO YOU BRIDGE THE GULF BETWEEN THE  

 REQUIRED SKILLS AND THOSE AVAILABLE IN  

 THE EMPLOYMENT MARKET? USE INNOVATIVE  

 APPROACHES TO RECRUITMENT, TRAINING   

 AND TECHNOLOGY.”

- RAJIV MOTWANI, DIRECTOR, FORCEPOINT SECURITY LABS
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1.4 INSIGHT ON THE INSIDER

MALICIOUS INSIDER
A malicious insider intentionally 
takes or distributes valuable 
data for monetary gain to 
help them in their career, 
i.e. stealing client data or 
inflicting damage as a form 
of vengeance or to forward a 
political or ideological agenda.

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
A malicious insider with 
privilege, access and motive 
could also take a pivotal role 
in a successful corporate 
espionage activity. Cyberattacks 
seek out systems with sufficient 
privilege and access to achieve 
their goals, but must do so 
indirectly. A user with similar 
malicious motivations poses   
as much of a risk, if not more.

ACCIDENTAL INSIDER
Employees can be tricked 
through social engineering into 
opening malicious emails or 
browsing to a compromised 
website.  Inadvertent data loss 
can also occur while attempting 
to be innovative and productive 
on the job, such as using an 
unapproved cloud service           
(so-called shadow-IT).

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
The poster child for 2014’s 
accidental harm comes from     
the news headlines. Data 
breach investigations reveal that 
most began with a malicious 
email or other social engineering 
tactic. Risky employee behavior 
has also been a key factor in 
the explosion of ransomware 
incidents.

OVERVIEW
Insider threats will continue to be among the major risk factors for data theft, from 
both accidental and malicious actions by employees. The risk posed by employees 
can be better understood if we classify employees into two categories: the   
accidental insider and the malicious insider.
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IMPACT
Users enjoy a certain amount of network privileges to data and other systems. 
Depending upon their level of access, an externally compromised system or  
one abused by a malicious insider can be among the worst possible scenarios.   
Such breaches can go for an extended period of time before being detected.

GUIDANCE
 » Employee education can reduce their susceptibility to social engineering. 

Information sharing can raise awareness and tools can be deployed to test  
their knowledge of best practices for identifying phishing emails and other 
suspicious content.

 » IT can monitor improved behavior resulting from educational efforts as well 
as identify users whose behaviors simply don’t change. Advanced tools can 
even proactively identify the high-risk user behavior of a disgruntled or other 
dangerously motivated employee. 

 » Data Loss Prevention is required, but must be implemented as part of an 
overall Data Theft Prevention strategy, supplying coverage for the latter   
stages of the cyber Kill Chain as well as addressing insider threats.

- CARL LEONARD, PRINCIPAL SECURITY ANALYST, FORCEPOINT SECURITY LABS

“DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE THE RISK     
 OF THE MOTIVATED MALICIOUS INSIDER.  
 THOSE WITH ACCESS AND INTENT ARE    
 CONSIDERED TO BE JUST AS DANGEROUS,  
 IF NOT MORE SO, THAN EXTERNAL   
 THREAT ACTORS.”
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OVERVIEW
2014 saw the threat landscape expand into the network infrastructure 
itself as hidden vulnerabilities were revealed deep within the code base 
of Bash, OpenSSL, SSLv3 and others that have been in popular use 
for decades. Shellshock, Heartbleed and Poodle, to name but a few, 
showed the brittle nature of infrastructure standards and demanded 
rapid risk assessment and the application of mitigation methods to 
prevent exploitation and data theft by threat actors. 

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
The first major indication of our brittle infrastructure came in April 
2014, with the OpenSSL Heartbleed vulnerability (CVE-2014-0160), 
which exposed the memory of systems using vulnerable versions of 
OpenSSL. Vendors rushed to provide patches and encouraged users of 
the open source toolkit to upgrade their versions of OpenSSL and/or 
the software using those libraries. There were many articles and blogs 
on the vulnerability and possible impacts.

In September 2014, IT teams faced the challenge of mitigating Bash 
Shellshock (CVE-2014-6271).  That 25-year-old vulnerability allowed 
for remote execution of arbitrary commands via crafted environment 
variables. Within days of the public announcement, proof-of-concept 
code was widely published and threat actors were dropping malware 
onto vulnerable servers.

The SSLv3 Poodle (CVE-2014-3566) surfaced only a few weeks later, 
posing a serious data theft risk to secure communications using the 
SSL standard. It also highlighted widespread use of older standards 
even while newer and more secure standard options were available.
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BUILDING ON A  
BRITTLE INFRASTRUCTURE

2.1

http://web.nvd.nist.gov/view/vuln/detail?vulnId=CVE-2014-0160
http://blogs.forcepoint.com/security-labs/broken-hearted-practical-look-heartbleed-vulnerability
http://blogs.forcepoint.com/security-labs/broken-hearted-practical-look-heartbleed-vulnerability
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-6271
http://blogs.forcepoint.com/insights/brace-%E2%80%9Cshellshock%E2%80%9D-%E2%80%93-25-year-old-vulnerability-set-detonate-against-global-webservers
http://blogs.forcepoint.com/security-labs/cve-2014-6271-remote-shellshock-vulnerability-bash
http://blogs.forcepoint.com/security-labs/malware-wild-abusing-shellshock-vulnerability
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2014-3566
http://blogs.forcepoint.com/security-labs/sslv3-poodle-vulnerability-cve-2014-3566


IMPACT
We lost trust in established infrastructure standards. Vulnerable 
systems directly exposed certificates, private keys, Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII) and more, while malware introduced 
through these vulnerabilities could pose even greater risks.

This impacts IT resources significantly, since running scripts and 
applying patches are rarely sufficient when dealing with infrastructure 
vulnerabilities. Without appropriate response plans, mission-critical 
systems could be off-line for extended periods of time, negatively 
impacting organizations’ productivity.

The impact is greater for businesses ill-prepared or ill-equipped 
to respond quickly to first assess the possible damage from the 
vulnerability, and secondly, to quickly apply mitigation. However, negative 
impacts  can be managed with a clear communication protocol to set 
the minds of customers, employees, the board and investors at ease.

GUIDANCE
 » Conduct regular reviews of mission-critical systems using legacy 

technologies for potential risk and upgrade opportunities. 

 » Stay connected to the streams of threat intelligence and 
conversations that can alert you to newly discovered potential 
vulnerabilities. Subscribe to security news feeds, read blogs and 
network with peers! 

 » Have a process to assess potential risk and the scope the risk could 
pose to your organization, based upon how you uniquely apply the 
vulnerable technology. 
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SOMETHING NEW OR DÉJÀ VU?

OVERVIEW
What’s old is new again. Tactics from the 1990s, such as malicious macros in 
unwanted emails, will continue to be “recycled” into new threats and launched 
through email and web channels. Threat actors are blending these old tactics 
with new evasion techniques, new exploits and more to create threats that 
challenge even the most robust defensive posture. 

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
Recycling social engineering messages is nothing new. But we saw growth in 
2014 in the recycling of other tactics, blended with new methods and techniques 
for improved evasiveness. One aspect of this renaissance of threat tactics was 
measured by Forcepoint Security Labs, which identified over three million macro-
embedded email attachments in just the last 30 days of 2014. A good example 
of the effectiveness of this approach was demonstrated mid-year, when a very 
modern, targeted and otherwise advanced attack on the financial sector used 
Microsoft Word macros that were extremely adept at evading detection. 

It should not be overlooked that email, the leading attack vector over a decade 
ago, remains a very potent vehicle for threat delivery despite the now dominant 
role of the Web in cyberattacks. In 2014, 81 percent of all email scanned by 
Forcepoint was identified as malicious. This number is up 25 percent from the 
previous year. What’s more interesting, beyond the volume of malicious emails, 
is the fact that Forcepoint detected 28 percent of malicious email messages 
before an anti-virus signature became available, presenting AV users with 
an average window of exposure of 17.5 hours. These figures underscore the 
importance of employing real-time scanning and protection against the sizeable 
quantity of rapidly iterating malicious material.

2.2
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A CASE STUDY 
One particular attack targeted fewer than 100 accountants in the 
financial services sector for their valuable data, using a blend of 
techniques that took advantage of their daily reliance and familiarity with 
macros within documents and spreadsheets. A message was socially 
engineered for the victims, leading them to open the attached Microsoft 
Word document and then to run the macros. Once they did this, the 
macro contacted a website to download an executable that opened a 
backdoor into the machine to progress the attack through the Kill Chain.

A second round of the campaign occurred one day later with different 
attributes (i.e. sender and subject).

IN 2014, 81% OF ALL EMAIL SCANNED BY 
FORCEPOINT WAS IDENTIFIED AS UNWANTED.



IMPACT
The blending of techniques has resulted in more evasive threats. Simply applying 
old solutions will not work, since this is not a matter of old attacks coming back, 
but old tactics being applied in new ways. Combined with the speed, velocity, 
variation and evasion tactics of modern threat campaigns, narrowly defined 
defensive postures are at a significant disadvantage.

GUIDANCE
 » Defensive postures need to be re-evaluated to ensure coverage across the 

Kill Chain in order to maximize the opportunities to stop an attack. 

 » Be sure your security solutions are configured to watch and analyze tactics 
both old and new. For example, scanning for malicious macros is optional 
in some solutions while others may have simply removed the capability.

 » Apply real-time security capabilities at every stage of the Kill Chain, 
on both web and email channels, to address the Zero-day threat 
potential of even fast iterating threat activity.
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IoT: THE THREAT MULTIPLIER
20

2.3

OVERVIEW
The Internet of Things (IoT) will magnify exploitation opportunities as it grows 
to an estimated range of 20-50 billion connected devices by 2020.  Internet-
connected devices (excluding traditional desktops, laptops and mobile phones) are 
being rapidly adopted by both consumers and businesses, particularly in sectors 
such as manufacturing, healthcare and entertainment. The IoT offers previously 
unimaginable connectivity and applications, yet too often, ease of deployment and 
the drive to innovate override data security concerns.

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
As with any emerging attack surface area, threat actors are testing the limits 
of the security mechanisms in place. Proof-of-concept attacks against hotel 
temperature control systems, the ability to influence the correct operation 
of automotive vehicles and manipulation of medical devices have shown 
that connectivity without security can be annoying, inconvenient and even life-
threatening to the users.

Considering how most organizations are still struggling with Bring Your Own 
Device (BYOD), the challenges of the IoT comes at the worst of times, particularly 
when you consider that the IoT includes consumer devices that IT may be forced 
to support for business purposes.

The potential risks of the IoT are so high because the vast majority of connected 
devices are designed for easy digital access; security is not a priority. Connectivity 
without security elevates the risks for data theft. Providers of connected devices 
may need to follow the example of a large US-based car manufacturer who 
recently appointed a product cybersecurity officer, whose primary focus is to 
tighten the security of the devices they will be bringing to the market.

https://www.blackhat.com/us-14/briefings.html#learn-how-to-control-every-room-at-a-luxury-hotel-remotely-the-dangers-of-insecure-home-automation-deployment
https://www.blackhat.com/us-14/briefings.html#learn-how-to-control-every-room-at-a-luxury-hotel-remotely-the-dangers-of-insecure-home-automation-deployment
https://www.blackhat.com/us-14/briefings.html#a-survey-of-remote-automotive-attack-surfaces
https://media.blackhat.com/bh-us-11/Radcliffe/BH_US_11_Radcliffe_Hacking_Medical_Devices_WP.pdf
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/09/23/us-gm-cybersecurity-idUSKCN0HI2M020140923
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IMPACT
Many IoT devices may provide a point of entry for attack, presenting a risk 
far beyond the obvious impact of compromising the device itself. Network 
infrastructures may need to be adapted to securely integrate these devices.

Sensitive information may also leave the organization through cameras and 
microphones, particularly those equipped with “voice activation” featured in many 
appliances. Or, threat actors may obtain useful information through GPS and 
other auto-reporting devices. 

Of course, any potential breach or interruption can be significant. The IoT 
increases that likelihood by many magnitudes. This new reality requires IT teams 
to monitor yet another area of vast security risks, further stretching their already 
limited resources.

GUIDANCE
 » Evaluate your security posture in light of the Internet of Things. 

>  The Internet of Things will generate volumes of data, many orders of  
    magnitudes greater than we have ever seen before. It is therefore  
    paramount to consider how that data will be recorded, stored and  
    protected, and to build controls around that early in the hype cycle. 

> A changing environment is inevitable and innovation is required in the  
    security space to manage future vulnerabilities: IoT security issues will  
    arise in points of entry, in data gathering, and in the manipulation of       
    connected devices.

 » Look for devices with the necessary security built-in. Due to the visibility in this 
area, many vendors are releasing updates to address vulnerabilities. 

 » For other devices, contact the vendors and let them know your security 
requirements to drive the necessary changes.

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2819918


SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
Threat actors have focused on the 
quality of their attacks rather than 
quantity. Forcepoint Security Labs 
observed 3.96 billion security threats 
in 2014, which was 5.1 percent less 
than 2013. Yet the numerous breaches 
of high-profile organizations with huge 
security investments attest to the 
effectiveness of last year’s threats.

That is not to say that the elevated 
quality of an attack may not involve 
a quantity aspect. For example, an 
advanced recon tactic trend grew in 
the second half of the year that involved 
the use of spam probes with short 
lifespans in high volumes, applying only 
the first few stages of the Kill Chain. 
The purpose of a spam probe attack is 
to gather actionable intelligence to guide 
the threat actor.

Yet activity at any one stage of the Kill 
Chain varied widely. Just as spam probe 
activity focuses upon the first stages 
of the Kill Chain, other stages of 
the Kill Chain saw varying 
levels of activity. 

DIGITAL 
DARWINISM: 
SURVIVING EVOLVING THREATS

OVERVIEW
The vulnerabilities and threat tactics 
discussed so far began to be blended in 
more sophisticated ways in 2014. Along 
with new techniques, they challenged 
the effectiveness of disparate security 
solutions. Additionally, attacks are 
becoming less linear in following the Kill 
Chain. They have become harder to detect 
as stages are skipped, repeated or only 
partially applied, thereby reducing the 
threat profile. Combined with more subtle 
and shorter evolution cycles, cyber threats 
in 2015 will challenge the savviest IT 
professional as they come and go before 
even being detected or identified.
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Some stages saw more; others had 
much less activity than the year before.  

While the volumes of certain attack 
techniques may be down, many have 
evolved to present an even greater risk. 
For example, despite a 98 percent drop 
in exploit kits usage, we’ve observed 
a streamlining in the exploits they 
contain. The void left by the collapse 
of the Blackhole exploit kit has led to 
fierce competition between remaining 
and emerging kits. Last year, we saw 
greater utilization of Adobe Flash and 
Microsoft Silverlight exploits and less 
reliance on Adobe Reader vulnerabilities. 
Exploit kits used redirects less frequently 
and have made other changes to 
improve effectiveness and evasion 
capabilities. 

Evading detection is critical over 
the life of an attack, from the initial 
breach through the extended period 
of data theft. Some examples of the 
more notable techniques that became 
increasingly refined and prevalent in 
2014 include:

» Traffic Direction System (TDS) were 
implemented to only deliver a threat 
within specific geographies.

» Human interaction may be required 
to progress an attack at various 
stages of the Kill Chain, eliminating 
“automated” analysis methods.

» TOR (The Onion Router) networks 
are used to anonymize the source 
of communications related to 
botnets, malicious downloads or 
outbound data theft.

» Sandbox evasion techniques:

> Malicious code may query the 
targeted system for virtual 
machine artifacts (including 
looking for specific hard drive 
models, searching the windows 
registry for keys specific to 
virtual machines). If found, no 
malicious behavior occurs.

> Executables may sleep/time-out 
before conducting any malicious 
behavior.
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Suspicious emails 
were up 25 percent 
year-over-year, 
dropper files fell 77 
percent, call home 
activity rose 93 
percent and exploit 
kit usage dropped 
98 percent, while 
malicious redirect 
activity remained flat.



An additional way in which threats 
evolved last year concerns the objective 
of the attack. Directly stealing virtual 
currency and “kidnapping” data for 
ransom became a popular means of 
monetizing an attack. From Cryptolocker 
to Torrentlocker, and all of their many 
variants, ransomware stood out in 
2014 as a global and impactful threat 
using service-related social engineering 
themes (invoices, parcel tracking) to 
appeal to end-users within a business 
environment.

Finally, our research indicates that 
malware is becoming stealthier. 
Using behavioral analysis that relies 
on identifying “attributes” or clues 
that, in context, represent malicious 
behavior, we observed some interesting 
trends. The first is that most malware 
exhibited only six behavioral attributes, 
thereby minimizing their detection. 
In contrast, malware that appears 
to be uninterested in organizations 
with sandboxing defenses typically 
combine 15 attributes in a “brute force” 
approach once they penetrate  
other defenses. 

Perhaps the most alarming trend was 
that we discovered that three percent of 
malicious file samples exhibited a unique 
combination of attributes not common 
across other malicious file groups. 
While the attributes may not be “new”, 
the combination is unique, presenting a 
“Zero-day” risk to sandboxing defenses 
that may not recognize the behaviors 
in their new, unique sequence and 
contexts. The key takeaway here is that 
sandboxing has its limitations and must 
be augmented with other detection 
methods for a higher probability  
of detection.
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IMPACT
 » Point defenses can be easily evaded by a determined and 

knowledgeable attacker.

 » The speed of highly-evolved, non-linear attacks that do not follow 
the 7-Stage Kill Chain will overwhelm data security systems via 
shorter evolution cycles and faster propagation rates.

GUIDANCE
 » Threat intelligence needs to be shared across defenses working in 

concert across the entire Kill Chain against these well-orchestrated 
attacks.

 » Monitor logs and reports for anomalous activity such as spiking 
spam volumes to select individuals or groups that might indicate a 
spam probe in progress.

 » Deploy in-line, real-time analysis capabilities on all vectors for 
networked and off-network systems.

 » Recognize that sandboxing has severe limitations with stealthier 
forms of malware and that other defenses that span the entire Kill 
Chain are required.
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- CARL LEONARD, PRINCIPAL SECURITY ANALYST, FORCEPOINT SECURITY LABS

“IT IS OFTEN SAID THAT WHEN IT COMES TO SECURITY, EMPLOYEES 

ARE THE WEAKEST LINK. BUT IN A SURPRISING AMOUNT OF 

SITUATIONS, WE STILL SEE TECHNOLOGY LAGGING BEHIND. BOTTOM 

LINE: TO STRENGTHEN YOUR SECURITY, YOU NEED THE PARTNERSHIP 

OF EMPLOYEE EDUCATION AND ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY.”

In 2015, simple adjustments to security solutions will not meet the challenge. 
Your holistic security posture must be re-evaluated in terms of both human and 
technical elements. Supportive tactics will require adaptive security solutions.

The risk from the human elements of security has grown on both sides of the 
battle. On the one hand, threat actors are increasing both in skill level and in 
sheer numbers. On the other, the ongoing shortage of highly skilled personnel 
will require investments in IT, in people, education and tools to maximize their 
effectiveness.

The techniques displayed by the latest cyber threats have shown innovative 
improvements in evasion and the blending of old school tactics into modern 
attacks with devastating consequences. At the same time, threat actors 
discovered how to exploit legacy infrastructure vulnerabilities in new ways. No 
doubt we will see more of the same going forward. And, the emergence of the 
Internet of Things will only add more vectors for entry and compromise for threat 
actors to use against unprepared networks. 

The recommendations herein are not intended to be implemented as individual 
remedies to be deployed randomly in your defense against an ever more 
dangerous threat landscape. Rather, they are each part of a broader and 
cohesive approach to data security. Acting in concert, they are more powerful 
and effective than they would be otherwise. This constitutes Forcepoint’s holistic 
approach to security, “Data Theft Prevention,” which will help your organization…

move Forward Without Fear.
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